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Abstract A series of twoaimensional hydrodynamic calculations using the two-dimensional Secondorder Hydrodynamic Automated Mesh Refinement Code (SHAMRC)developed by Applied Research
Associates, Inc. (ARA), was made with the objective of understanding the behavior of aqueous foams in
the presence of a C4-generated blast wave. A full b p h a s e water equationsf-state was incorporated
m the first calculatiun. Comparison of the results of the first calculation with experimental data collected
by Sandia Naticmal Laboratories (SNL)indicated that the interaction was much more complicated than
could be represented by a mixture of detonation products, air, and water in local temperature and
pressure equilibrium.
Other models were incorporated in the code to exatnine the effects of thermal non-equilibrium between
water and the gases and allowed for two-phase flow. The water droplets were dowed to slip relative to
the gas velocity, providing non-equilibrium for the velocity distribution. These models permitted heated
liquid droplets to be accelerated at high pressurea and transported through and ahead of the decaying
shock front. The &opIets thcn exchanged momeatum and energy with the foam ahead of tbe shock and
preconditioned the medium through which the shock was propagating. This process had the effect of
diffusing the shock fkont and its associated energy.
h e s e relatively high resolution calculations develop numerical representations of the Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities at the detonation productslfoam ht&.
This unstable intetface plays in important role in
understanding the behavior of the interaction of the detonation products with the foam. Figure 4 cIearIy
shows the developing instabilities at the i n t d c e and an inward facing shock at a radius of 25 cm. The
results of the calculations using the various models can be edited to provide the total enagy exchanged
between materials, the fkction of water vaporized, and the extent of detonation products as a fbncticm of
time.
BACKGROUND
ARA SHAMRC has been used for predictions
in a large variety of high explosive experiments.
The "simple" Bee air detonation ofa spherical 'ITJT
charge presents some challenging problems for a
multi-dimensional computer code. Figure 1 shows
a compendium of data from a variety of sources for
the dimensions of several observed phenomena
resulting from the detonation of a fiee air sphere of

TNT. Results are scaled to 1 lb for convenience.
The plot shows the radius of the primary shock,
the position of the secondary shock and the
fireball radius as a function of time. The data
wme &om the sources cited The CTH data are
fiom an SNL calculation of a 1-lb sphere of TNT.
The curves labeled SHAMRC are results &om a
recent ARA SHAMRC calculation of the same
sphere.
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FIGURE 1. Compi8ons of the radii of the primary sb&
sowadmy shock and fitball,

the

The k g - discrepancy is &een

the fieball
radius data and the CTH calculatim. The Iight
diamonds represent the observed d g e of the

detonation products from photographic coverage.
The heavy line is composed of diammds and
repments the CTH results for the detonation
products interface. For times, greater than about 2
ms the CTH calculation is nearly a factor of two
smaller &an. he observed data. The black line
joining the black triaugIes shorn the ARA
SHAMRC k b d I radius results. The SHAMRC
calculation allows a numerial repramtation d
Raleigh-Taylor instabilities at fhe TNT-air
interface. The points plotted for the *ball radii
are the averaged radii measured at several angles
through the charge center. The mor bars show
approximately the extent of the mixing zone
between air and C4 detonation products.

It is the much b e --ition
of the fireball
radius and the representation of the iastabiIities at
the detoaatiw prodmts-air inmce,which lead us
to believe that SHAMRC is the superior tcol for
appliations where the detailed flow field in the
vicinity ofhigh explosives is importantt

The exphents consisted of a 1-lb or a 50-lb
C4 hemisphm oa the ground, covered by aqueous

f m . The foams varied in nominal expansioo ratio
@It) ern 60 to 130. Instrumentation included
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ovapressure and stagnation pressure gages placed
from 18 inches to 10 ft in radius fiom the charge
at intervals of 6 inches. All meastuemwts used in
this report were positioned within the foam.

Before proceeding with the hydrodynamic
calculatims, a set of calculatims was carried out
to exercise the EOS for aqueous foams. This EOS
is a part of he SHAhfRC library, The input
parameters are the total density of a zone, the
intanal eaergy of the zone and the mass fiation
of the zone that is water. The EOS thm returns
the pressure and temperature of the air-water
mixture under the asumption that the materials
ate in tempemme and pressure equilibrium.
Figure 2 shows the tempeaature as a function of
internal energy density for several densities. The
relatively flat regions near 373 K is caused by the
heat of vaporization of the water.
The
tempemtare is not constant because the pressure
increases slightly during the heating process,

Bach calculation placed a I- m 50-lb
hemisphere of C4 on the axis of symm&y on a
p f e d y reflecting botrom plane. The charge was
detonated at the battom on the charge 6 s . Foam
material with an expaasion ratio of eithm 60 or
100 filled the remainder of the grid. One of four
foam models was used fbr the foam material. The
foam was inithked at a pressure of 12.2 psi,
which corresponds to ambient atmospheric

pmsure at an altitude of 5000 R (Albuquerque's
altitude).

The calculationaI grid contained 160,000 zones
(400 in each direction). hitially, the zones were
0.02 cm for the I -1b cha~ge. Stations that recorded
parameter versus time data were placed in the
calculation along radials at angles of 0,30,45, 60
and 90 degrees artd at 6-inch intervals, W i n g at 6
inches; to a distance af I0 ft. Two t p of stations
were used: Euldan (fixed points in space) and
hgtangiaa (movewith, but do not interact with the
flow). Six calcuZations were run for a charge
weight of 1 lb with variations in other parameters
such as foam expansion ratio and foam mudel.
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The 6rst caICElIation was fix the ease of a f -lb
TNT cbarge in an ER-60 foam. We naively
thought that the problem was primarily we of
getting the equation of state for Foam c m d y
formulated, and doing the fully coupled
hydrodynamic dculations with HE bum and air.
Figure 3 shows the temperature distsibutim from
this calculation at a time of 100 ins. The shack is
moving through the foam at a radius of 27 cm.
Immediately behind the shock is the mstabIa
detonation products interface.
The ism
dimensional approxhation to the RayIeigh-Taylor
instatnlities is clearly shown. An inward moving
shock is forming on h e interim of the detonation
products and is m d y at a radius of 23 cm.
Figure 4 shows the temperam distribution at a
time of 1 ms. The shock has progressed to a
distance of just over 72 cm. The instabilities at the
detonation products interface have g r m
significantly a d indicate a mixing zone abut 15
cm thick The hock is well separated fiam the
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FIGURE 4. Temperstme condftiona at 1 ms frotom ERdO,
EOS foam modeh

Aftw the SHAMRC cdcvlatim was wmpIete,
we compared the results with the experimental data
and found that the calculated arrival times were too
early close in and as much as a factor of two too
la& at larger distances. The dculakd psessureS
were an order of magnitude too high at all rarrges.
Clearly there was a lot more going m in inthe
interaction of the foam with the blast wave

than changes ofphase, acceleration and heating of
We had to answer the question, ' M a t
physical or chemical phenomena me we not
modeling?' We then asked the question, %hat
happens if the water does not heat at all but is
accelerated by the flow?' A model for the water
was included which tratd the mass and
momenarm of the watm but did not allow it to
heat during this prwess. The resultant amival
water.

times were too early at distances lws than 4 R,
agreed well to a distan~eof 7 ft, and then were too
late beyond 7 R. Because this model semove;s less
energy fiom the air, the pressures were increased
about a factor of three and were further from the
data rather than closer. Figure 5 is a plot at 1 ms
£rm
this calculation.

We developed a hypothesis that the water is
formed intu small droplets during &mk Mssage
and that the droplets are not in velocity equiIibrium
with the gases. We chose to model the water as
20% equilibrium water and 80% particulate or
droplets, not in velocity equi1ibriw-n. We chose a
single droplet size of 200 microns for the first such
calculation.
The calculation was repeated with tbe &cle
size increased to 500 microns. We anticipated that
the increased size of the water droplets would push
them M e r ahead of the shock fiont, thus helping
to explain the slow rise observed in the
experimental pressure waveforms.
The site of the particle is also reduced by the
shear forces associated with the blast wave. The
model used to simulate breaking up the particles is
the Wolfe and Anderson model (Ref, 1):

where md is the mean pareicle diameter. As the
effect .of the Wolfe Anderson model on water
droptets was not completely h o w , the minimum
size for the partrcles was limited to 75 microns to
avoid possibly v a m g the
too quickly.
The shear effect was started at a difference in
velwity ofboth 100 d s and 10 d s .
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FIGURE 5. Aessum conditions at 1 ms h m ER-100,nonquilibrium foam modcL

slip relative to the gas flow, give a better
approximation than the nm-slip madel. Further,
we have shwm that temperature non-equilibrium
gives better results than the full equilibrium
asstunption. The change of phase energy is
important at &stan& of a few charge radii but
overestimates the energy absorption at larger
distances.

'iihe better agreement between calmhtion and
expwimeot at the 50db ImI than at 1 Ib is a mild
indication that some non-equililrim phenomena
are present At the larger scale, the nonequilibrium effects have more time to approach
equilibrium and therefore give better agreement
with the equilibrium model. This is true for both
velocity and temperature equilibrium cases.
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